You Can’t Take It With You

by Moss Hart & George S. Kaufman

Directed by Kerry Meads •

SETTING
June, 1936
New York City
The home of Martin Vanderhof

THE ENSEMBLE
in order of appearance

Penny Sycamore DEBORAH GILMOUR SMYTH •
Essie Carmichael LAUREN KING THOMPSON •
Rheba ANDRÉA AGOSTO • THRU 3/2
CASHAE MONYA • THRU 3/23
Paul Sycamore STEVE GUNDERSON •
Mr. De Pinna DANNY CAMPBELL •
Ed Carmichael JON LORENZ •
Donald BRYAN BARBARIN •
Martin Vanderhof JIM CHOVICK •
Alice Sycamore MEGAN CARMITCHEL •
Henderson JEFFREY JONES •
Tony Kirby JESSE ABEEL •
Mr. Kolenkhow JOHN POLHAMUS •
Gay Wellington/Olga EILEEN BOWMAN •
Mr. Kirby JOHN ROSEN •
Mrs. Kirby CYNTHIA GERBER •
Main G Man BRIAN RICKEL •
G Men C. HEATH • J. JONES •

There will be a 15 minute intermission
Refreshments available in the lobby and Encore Café

Understudies: Pamela Brittain •, Stephen Gelpi •, Carrie Heath •, Jeffrey Jones •, Jennifer Paredes •, Brian Rickel • & Connor Sullivan •

SPECIAL APPRECIATION to Ron Williams & DeFrance Printing
Presented by special arrangement with Samuel French

MIKE BUCKLEY •
NATHAN PEIRSON •
JEMIMA DUTRA •
RACHEL HENGST •
ROBERT SMYTH •
JESS SLOCUM •

PRODUCTION STAFF
Director of Craft and Design
Nathan Peirson
Director of Systems & Production
Brendan Farley
Scenic Shop Foreman
Joshua Longfellow
Rehearsal Stage Manager
Annette Ye
Audio Master Patrick Duffy
Technicians Steve Longfellow, Matthew Meads
Production Assistant
Carrie Heath
Props Assistant
Brenna Peirson

COSTUME SHOP
Costume Lead Juliet Czoka
Draper Jemima Dutra
Wardrobe Virginia Longfellow
Stitchers Jenivive Bernbeck, Arianne Nichole, JoClare Longfellow, Raquel Stewart
Wigs Wig Creations by Connie
Patron Services Director
Deborah Gilmour Smyth
Box Office Manager Susan Campbell
Encore Manager Christina Couto
Coronado Usher Coordinator
Caitie Grady
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